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welcome

Welcome

Dear Residents, Families, and Community Members,
On behalf of the Louis Brier Home and Hospital board, foundation, staff, volunteers, and physicians, it is
my pleasure to welcome you to our facility. The Louis Brier Home and Hospital is part of the Snider Campus
of Care and offers a range of services and living options ranging from assisted living, and complex care
options, to Long Term Care (LTC) or Residential care choices. The Louis Brier has been providing quality
care for older adults in the Jewish community of Vancouver since 1946. The principles behind establishing
a Jewish home for the aged were mostly focused on providing a safe environment to Jewish elders whom
had limited or no other support and/or resources and could no longer remain independently safe in their
home. The initial location offered accommodation and care for thirteen residents. However, to keep up
with increasing demands and evolving industry standards, the small home has gone through significant
transformation.
In partnership with Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH), the current Louis Brier Home and Hospital has
evolved to be become one of the biggest providers of LTC/Residential care services within the boundaries
of VCH and is currently home to two-hundred and fifteen residents.
Our mission is to provide exemplary resident and family-centred care for seniors guided by Jewish
heritage, and our vision is to become a centre of excellence for elders providing innovative and
outstanding care consistent with Jewish values and traditions. Our philosophy of care is focused on
providing and delivering care anchored in the Resident and Family Centered Care framework and
principles. Our staff are committed to live our philosophy of care in everything they do, every day, every
time. We invite our residents’ families and significant others to take an active role in determining their
care priorities, to direct their care, and participate in all aspects of the organizational life as relevant and
appropriate.
If you have any questions, concerns, or suggestions, we would like to hear from you, please let us know
by approaching any of our leaders, or emailing us via info@louisbrier.com.
The staff, volunteers, physicians, and I look forward to getting to know you and your family and significant
others and together delivering an outstanding experience, as well as achieving our goal of providing
exemplary care and support.
We recognize that you had a choice and are honoured that you have chosen us to be a part of your care
journey and hope you feel at home here in Louis Brier Home and Hospital.
Shalom,
David Keselman, MN, DHA, CHE, RN
CEO Louis Brier Home & Hospital and Weinberg Residence
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Louis Brier Achieves Accreditation with Exemplary Standing
Louis Brier Home and Hospital is proud to announce that it has successfully achieved Accreditation with
Exemplary Standing from Accreditation Canada. The organization has attained the highest level of
performance, achieving excellence in meeting the requirements of the accreditation program.
Accreditation Canada is an independent, not-for-profit organization that sets standards for quality and
safety in health care and accredits health organizations in Canada and around the world.
The Louis Brier Home and Hospital voluntarily participated in accreditation because we believe that
quality and safety matter to our residents and their families/significant others. We believe that
improving the quality of our care is a continuous journey – a journey to which we are fully committed.
As part of the Qmentum program, the organization has undergone a rigorous evaluation process.
Following a comprehensive self-assessment, external peer surveyors conducted an on-site survey during
which they assessed the organization’s Leadership, Governance, Clinical programs and services against
Accreditation Canada requirements for quality and safety. These requirements include national standards
of excellence; required safety practices to reduce potential harm; and questionnaires to assess the work
environment, resident safety culture, governance functioning and client experience.
Results from all these components were considered in the accreditation decision.
The accreditation survey team spent 4 days at Louis Brier, and reviewed a total of 19 Required
Organizational Practices (ROPs), 216 high priority criteria, and 295 other criteria for a total of 551 criteria.
After a thorough review, the accreditation surveyors determined that Louis Brier successfully met 100%
of the ROPs and 100% of the 551 criteria evaluated.
Accreditation Canada stated: “the organization is commended on its commitment to using Accreditation
to improve the quality and safety of the services it offers to its residents and its community”.
“I am very proud of everyone at Louis Brier Home and Hospital,” said Dr. David Keselman, CEO. “Our staff
worked and continue to work incredibly hard to make sure we meet the needs of our residents in every
possible way, helping them and their loved ones maintain optimal health status,
Control, and dignity every day, every time. Receiving Exemplary Standing from Accreditation Canada is a
real testament to the changing culture and focus at Louis Brier Home and Hospital.
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Family Council
Families advocating for quality of care for
residents of the Louis Brier Home and Hospital

https://louisbrier.com/care-services/family-council/
lb.familycouncil@gmail.com
https://louisbrier.com/care-services/family-council/

https://louisbrier.com/care-services/family-council/

lb.familycouncil@gmail.com

lb.familycouncil@gmail.com
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Family Council

Family Council

Independent of Louis Brier Home & Hospital (“LBHH”), the Family Council (FC) is a self-directed
council comprised of family members, friends, residents, and representatives of persons in care
(residents). The Family Council works with LBHH designated staff liaisons for collaboration and
information-sharing purposes. The Family Council acts as a voice for the often, “voiceless”,
residents in care at LBHH. All residents’ families are invited to join the Family Council as
members. If you wish to be on the FC distribution list to receive the latest meeting minutes and
updates on our advocacy issues, please email the Family Group at Lb.familycouncil@gmail.com
Family Council Philosophy:

To improve the quality of life and quality of care for all residents of LBHH by promoting an
atmosphere of respect, collaboration, sensitivity, caring and support among staff, residents and
their family members, volunteers, and friends.
Mission:

The Family Council provides feedback, ideas, suggestions and solutions to LBHH with the goal of
attaining the highest possible standards of care set forth by the Vancouver Coastal Health and
Accreditation Canada.
Purpose:

To enhance the communication and education of Families by being a resource of knowledge
regarding activities, events, protocols, changes, key staff, future planning and frequently asked
questions.
• To advocate a culture change that addresses a stimulating, meaningful and engaging
environment in a homelike atmosphere. To provide educational opportunities for
families to enhance their understanding of the experience of residents in care.
• To provide mutual support for all residents and their families
• To welcome families of new residents, offering support, assistance and education
• To advocate for continuous improvement, in the quality of life of the residents
• To promote a positive attitude towards aging and the role of residents’ families
• To provide a forum for discussion and resolution regarding shared concerns and
complaints and take action as appropriate, maintaining confidentiality at all times;
working collaboratively with LBHH to address concerns and follow up on actions.
• To provide a forum where family feedback and input help in building recommendations
to LBHH, which result in decision making, that contributes to overall quality of life.
The Family Council’s meetings are held once a month. Please join us! The date and
location of the meetings are posted on the Family Council bulletin board near the Louis
Brier front reception and on the second floor near the dining room.
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Foundation

Foundation

There are two boards that aid in the operation of the Louis Brier Home and Hospital.
The Louis Brier Home and Hospital Board of Directors who are a governance board and the Louis
Brier Jewish Aged Foundation Board of Directors who raise funds to augment the programs
provided to both Louis Brier and the Weinberg Residence.
The Foundation increases the level of care above and beyond Coastal Health’s standards.
The Foundation’s job is to make the Louis Brier a Community Home. We are responsible for
funding programs that include music therapy, chaplaincy, supporting the in-house synagogue,
Kashrut and really everything that makes the Louis Brier a Jewish home.
The Foundation runs a major fundraising campaign every two years. We communicate the
needs of our home to our community of donors and find the sponsorship and funding that
continues
to make the Louis Brier a much sought-after home away from home.
The Foundation Board members are active community leaders and are always looking for new
people and ideas to help in our mission to raise funds in an increasingly competitive
environment.
We recognize the importance and real need for a Jewish home for the aged. Donations are
received through Wills and Bequests, Life Insurance, Annuities, Endowments, Stocks, Bonds and
of course regular cash donations.
Most community members have had a loved one who has lived at the Louis Brier. We stress the
fact that the wonderful care that our residents receive cannot come without financial support.
We urge all those present and past whose loved ones have experienced our excellent care and
programing, and who have directly benefitted from the generosity of those who came before
them, to make the Louis Brier Jewish Aged Foundation a priority in their charitable donations.
For further information or to make a donation:
Louis Brier Jewish Aged Foundation call 604.261.5550,
email foundation@louisbrier.com or visit our website
www.thelouisbrierfoundation.com and Donate Now.
9

Sample Consent Form
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Jewish Values

Jewish Values

Louis Brier Home and Hospital/Weinberg Residence (LBHH and WR) is a denominational facility operates
in accordance with Jewish traditions and values, however we welcome everyone to experience the
campus’s unique activities and atmosphere. The traditional Jewish character of the facility is maintained
by the observance of the laws, rituals, and customs of Judaism, as well as a range of activities that
centered on Jewish history, practices, traditions, and culture. At its origin the campus was designated as
a Jewish Home for the Aged, aimed at providing shelter and caring for, mainly, Jewish elders that may
have not had means or family to look after them. At present, but many of the residents are not Jewish.
How, then, can it be called a Jewish Home?
The essence of the care is based on Jewish Values. What are those values that seem to be appropriate
for a multi-cultural care facility? First and foremost, human life is paramount. As we are all creations of
one Creator, we are all sacred. Virtually everything must be done in order to save a life, and nothing
should be done to hasten death. And, since Judaism values life, the focus is on improving the quality of
life here and now.
Judaism values peace, and especially “peace in the home” (shlom bayit). To this end, a high value is
placed on resolving conflicts and creating a calm environment. Ethical conduct between residents, and
11

between employees and residents, is part of Jewish values. Respect for each person, including those
who have passed away, is essential. Judaism values “acts of lovingkindness”. Even beyond this, Judaism
values “tikun olam” or those acts which “repair the world.” Making the world a kinder, more
compassionate place is part of Judaism.
While belief is important, actions and conduct are even more important. For this reason, Judaism has no
problem extending care to those of other faiths. One does not have to be Jewish to be a good person or
to be given respect. All people are holy. Respect for the individual includes respecting each person’s own
faith tradition. While the facility as a whole is guided by and celebrates Jewish rituals, the faithtraditions and customs of each resident are respected.
Judaism values science and medical care. The importance of the physician and medicine based on
science rather than superstition has been part of Jewish ethics for thousands of years. In Judaism, there
is no value in pain or suffering. While death must not be hastened, palliative care and the relief from
pain is extremely important.
Judaism is honours community and family and, therefore, LBHH cares for the resident and the resident’s
family spiritually and emotionally. Part of recognizing community is valuing the support that everyone
gives through tzedakah (charity) and volunteerism. The home is not separate from the larger
community, it is part of it.

Jewish Culture and Heritage: Around the Jewish Year

Jewish culture is alive and well at the LBHH with every major holiday and festival celebrated and
observed and woven into daily life. For many residents, memories of how they have participated in
their culture centers on the rituals and traditions of their family holiday celebrations and observances.
We strive to support the beloved and time-honoured traditions as well as learning about each resident
and how they wish to celebrate Yiddishkeit. With regular and ongoing opportunities for enjoying
culturally specific food, exploring spirituality and Jewish liturgy; listening, singing or dancing to a wide
range of Jewish music; being engaged in structured reminiscence, storytelling and sharing lived
experiences all support community life, as well as the ongoing development and exploration of Jewish
culture by evoking memories and exploring new experiences within the concept of life-long learning.
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Inevitably by sharing, residents are involved in strengthening community and developing connections to
and celebrating Jewish culture. We support this process through a myriad of programs.

Around the Jewish Year
All Jewish holidays and festivals are celebrated throughout the home. Holiday themes are infused in
every aspect of programming, including: music therapy, horticulture, arts and special projects;
discussion groups, games and programs that support cognition. Synagogue services are held daily during
every holiday and festival. Holiday highlights include:
ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR:
High Holiday lecture series: Visiting rabbi’s representing a range of Jewish observances and
traditions lead discussion groups, weekly Parsha and workshops
• Shofar making workshop
• Taschlich ceremony
• Creative arts that reflect the holidays
• Discussion groups
• Apples and honey sale gift sets for residents to give
• Handmade paper cards for gift giving
• Polishing Torah crowns (resident-led)
• Food programming; baking honeycakes and festive, round challot
• Music and music therapy programming is reflective of the holiday
SUKKOT:
•

The LB sukka is constructed annually in the Shalom Garden and programs (weather permitting)
include discussions, musical performances as well as daily meals are held there throughout the
holiday.
• A festive atmosphere is maintained by frequent musical performances and celebrations
• A Lulav assembly workshop onsite
• Lulav basket weaving workshop
• Creative arts include weaving Sukkah projects, including decorations using dried botanicals
• Discussion groups to share, inform and reminisce
CHANUKAH:
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Every corner of the home is lavishly decorated for the Festival of Lights and latkes and
sufganiyot are made onsite
Chanukah candles are lit in multiple locations each evening with residents and their families
joining in the celebration.
The annual campus-wide Chanukah party where everyone is indulged with LB’s famous
homemade latkes!
Olive press workshop- experience first-hand (and hands on) how olive oil is made
Connecting with our intergenerational community: Our community partners are onsite for
chorale performances (Vancouver Jewish Folk Choir), visits from VTT (Vancouver Talmud
Torah) or KDHS (King David High School) as well as the JCC preschools, we have students
visiting, singing, sharing, participating and connecting with the residents here. The community
comes to the LBHH to share in the holiday!

PASSOVER: It’s all about the Seders!
•

•
•
•

Residents are individually supported by all staff in all areas to ensure a meaningful Passover
experience is offered. Whether attending the family-oriented Seder programs, having the
opportunity to book space for a private family Seder or participating in our communal and
extremely popular Mini-Seder program, we are there to support residents and their families.
We also offer:
The Model Matzah bakery workshop– where residents make matzah using traditional methods
Residents are encouraged to participate in all aspects of preparing the home for the Seders,
including polishing the beautiful silver Torah crowns and preparing Seder plates.
Residents are encouraged to be with their family or close friends whenever possible and the
teams work hard to make that happen.

SHAVUOT: The Feast of Weeks
14

•
•
•
•

Synagogue services are held during Shavuot to hear the giving of the Ten Commandments read
from the Torah Scroll.
Residents share in the reading of ‘The Book of Ruth’
Residents are involved in making cheesecake, blintzes not just on the first night but throughout
the holiday.
Discussion groups about the Giving of the Torah (The Five Books of Moses) as well as
discussions about ethical decision making and the spring harvest are woven through
intellectual discussion and creative arts programs.

TU B’SHEVAT; The New Year for Trees
While this is a minor holiday, residents are encouraged and reminded through all areas of
programming of their connection to the natural world.
Traditional Tu B’Shevat Seders are held throughout the home
Home-roasting of nuts; baking fruit breads and fruit-filled cookies and celebrating what grows
on trees and how we are nourished, spiritually and nutritionaly.
A Tu B’Shevat Seder is held for residents.

•
•
•
•

PURIM: Bring on the hamantashen!
•
•
•
•
•

•

The annual campus-wide Purim party, held on the Sunday before Purim so families and friends
can join in on the fun dancing to a live Klezmer band.
Every year there is an outpouring of generosity to residents who are provided with gifts of
mishloach manot from our community partners and school groups.
Partnering with JNF and the JCC for an evening Purim party.
Making Venetian-style masks for the festival.
A costume parade; a Purim ‘selfie /photo booth’ were residents, families and employees dress
up in fun props for fun pictures. Costumes and props are provided for dress up and merrymaking during Purim and of course, the reading of the Megillah during services where
residents are given noise-making graggers to drown out the name of the evil King Haman.
Hamantashen, the delicious tri-cornered Ashkenazi cookie made to resemble the hat of King
Haman, is made in-house and is only available during this holiday. Residents participate in the
making of hundreds of these amazing fruit-filled cookies.

Shabbat: Preparations being early Friday as we begin to subtly transform the Louis Brier into a heimish,
Shabbos home and prepared to rest from the demands of modern life on the Sabbath Day.
Weekly challot baking: Friday mornings the tables in the activity room kitchen are surrounded by
residents kneading, rolling and braiding the challah dough for Oneg Shabbat, the ritual celebration
which heralds the beginning for the Sabbath each Friday at nightfall. Soon the home is filled with the
sweet smell of yeast and baking bread and awakens the senses that Shabbat will soon be here.
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Morning Shabbos music: Each week a community cantor assists in preparing residents for Shabbat with
music, song and ritual.
Shabbos Music in the Hallways: For 2nd floor residents unable to attend the Oneg Shabbat program
Friday afternoon on the 1st floor, the music, liturgy, wine, herring and challah are brought to them so
that they can share and prepare in the experience of Shabbos.
Preparing the environment: In preparation for Oneg Shabbat, the Homeside Lounge is transformed.
The centerpiece; a table, draped in linen, candlesticks, a vase of flowers, fresh challah and wine or grape
juice set the tone for what is to come; the Oneg Shabbat program. In Ashkenazi custom, white table
cloths are on every dining table in preparation for the evening festive meal. The white table cloths are
thought to express care, love and taste so as to enhance the joy of Shabbat.
Oneg Shabbat: The crown jewel of our Shabbos celebration where residents, family, community
members, students, volunteers and clergy come together to welcome the spirit of Shabbat into the
home.
Candle lighting: The candle lighting room is aglow with the authentic spirit of Shabbat candles, lit by
residents and supported by the Oneg Shabbat leader as the Sabbath is welcomed into the home.
Shalom Aleichem – For residents of the second floor who may have missed the Oneg Shabbat program,
Shabbat candle lighting is held in the dining room so they too can join in the welcoming of Shabbat.
The Chava and Abrasha Wosk Synagogue: Our beautiful shul is truly the spiritual center of the Louis
Brier. Services are offered every day by Sunday. We offer Shabbos and holiday services; Monthly
Shabbat Mevorchim (Blessing of New Month) service with Chazzan Yaacov Orzech and the Kol Simcha
singers. Services are led by regular community members, visiting rabbis and staff.
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Food-related programming: it is Judaism after all!
Baking and cooking takes center stage and the list of the food that is prepared and shared with residents
is endless…and absolutely delicious!
Celebrating Yom Ha’Atzmaut -Annual Falafel Day – It’s party time as we celebrate Israel’s
Independence Day and we serve up traditional Israeli street food for the entire house.
• Cheesecake and blintzes prepared primarily for Shavuot but so irresistibly good they are often
found throughout the year.
• Matzah Brei for Passover.
• Hamantashen by the truckload for Purim.
• Sufganiyot for Chanukah
• Apple cakes, plum cakes and honey cakes for Rosh Hashanah
• Matzoh ball soup during Pesach
• Roasting fresh nuts for Tu B’Shevat, the New Year for Trees
• Rugelach, macaroons, mandlebroit are made in-house
• The Jewish Breakfast Club where residents can participate in making food that’s customary for
them.
• Apple and Honey tasting during Rosh Hashanah
Life-long learning, and specifically Jewish learning is integrated into a wide range of programming
which includes:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Synagogue Contemplation- the weekly parsha is shared and discussed.
Women’s prayer group
Ethics for the Modern World
Conversational Hebrew – this group is dedicated to Hebrew-speaking only in this weekly
program
Discussion groups that focus on all things Jewish: including, Israeli technology, art, music, travel,
Jewish leaders, humour and history.
Annual subscriptions to Jewish content newspapers which includes: the Jewish Independent,
Jerusalem National Post, Hadassah and the Canadian Jewish News. The Jewish world is available
online and at resident’s fingertips with iPads and computers so residents can stay
connected…with 1:1 support to assist you in that discovery.
Music programming highlighting Jewish composers and liturgy.
Guest lectures and workshops are regularly offered.
1:1 Jewish learning offered for spiritual growth, exploration and development.
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Person Centred Care

Person Centred Care

Louis Brier is a Jewish faith-based organization, and is committed to treating each individual with
respect, dignity and compassion. Louis Brier Home and Hospital takes pride in our commitment to a
person centred care philosophy that recognizes the unique aspects of each resident and is committed to
provide care and services that respects personhood, values interdependence, focuses on relationships,
and honours autonomy, diversity, and individual choice.
Person centred care philosophy has been systemically integrated into Louis Brier’s policies, practices and
delivery of care. Louis Brier’s investment in caregiving as a choice and care of the highest quality is a
critical component to our Person Centred Approach. The transition to Long term care is a challenging
one for both the person moving in and their family and loved ones. We are committed to honouring a
person’s experience of security, continuity, belonging, purpose, achievement and significance.
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Admission Process

Palliative Care and End of Life Consideration

End-of-Life Care is supportive and compassionate approach to care that improves the quality of life for
people and their families who are facing the end stages of a terminal or chronic illness, or preparing for
death. It addresses physical, psychological, and spiritual concerns and focuses on comfort, respect for
decisions, and support for the family. It is provided wherever the client is living, including long term
care. It is important to note that end-of-life care is supportive and compassionate approach provided
during the remaining days, weeks or months of a person’s life; it DOES NOT hasten death ( Adapted from
the Family Caregivers of British Columbia website).
End-of-life and palliative care services in long-term care include:
•

Pain and symptom assessment and management

•

Psychological care

•

Loss and grief support for family caregivers

•

Access to specialized prescription medication, supplies and equipment.

Planning appropriate end-of-life care is a mutual decision. Communication needs to be open and flexible
at all times between the person, the caregivers and health care team. No one can always be completely
certain of the type of care that may be needed and is able to be provided as the illness progresses to the
final days and hours. By being open and flexible, you will be able to avoid possible future feelings of
regret (Adapted from A Caregiver's Guide: A Handbook About End-of-Life Care).
As one’s end of life becomes closer, the care staff at Louis Brier come together to provide support to
both the resident and the resident’s family. The nursing staff, social workers, spiritual care chaplain,
physician, and facilities staff mobilize to ensure that the Resident is comfortable, the appropriate
medical orders are carried out, the family is notified and provided visitation, the resident and resident’s
family’s faith tradition is respected, and the family and Residents wishes are honoured. Emotional and
spiritual support is available for the resident and the family and communication is paramount.
We recognize Death as a difficult passage for individuals and their loved ones, even when death is
expected. Early preparation, even upon admission to the facility, can provide some piece of mind and
ensure a person wishes can be recorded and honoured the loss of a loved one. This includes having
plans for the medical orders, knowing the religious wishes of the resident, preparing for the movement
of treasured belongings, and addressing the funeral and burial requirements. A detailed “end of life
protocol” is available to ensure a complete understanding of every step of the way (Adapted from A
Caregiver's Guide: A Handbook About End-of-Life Care)
Spiritual Care
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For some people, spirituality is important consideration during end of life. It is how they see themselves
in relation to others, the earth and the universe. For others, a spiritual power is at the heart of these
relationships. That spiritual power may vary according to cultural belief systems. Those who embrace
this type of spirituality often do so within an organized religion. Even within a specific religion people
may have differing ways of relating to their spiritual power. For these reasons, the spiritual needs of a
person with a progressive life threatening illness may be obvious at times and not so obvious at others.
A common spiritual desire is the search for the meaning and purpose of living and dying, hoping for
miracles or searching for immortality. Some people understand or seek meaning for what is happening
within the context of their spiritual or religious belief, while others look elsewhere. Louis Brier is
committed to honouring and respecting spiritual needs during end of life. (Adapted from A Caregiver's
Guide: A Handbook About End-of-Life Care)
Coping With Grief
The reactions to a loss are referred to collectively as grief. To grieve or mourn, is to experience a process
which unfolds over a length of time. Upon learning of the death of a loved one, each of us embarks on a
journey of healing. Although at first it is characterized by painful feelings, once the realization of the
death comes, the therapeutic process of bereavement begins. Shock and denial will overwhelm the
bereaved individual before he or she begins what is usually called the ‘grief work’.
Grief is highly complex, but an absolutely normal reaction to a death. It affects each person differently.
As their relationship was unique with the person who passed away, so too will be the way in which they
grieve. Because grief is something that is so personal, it cannot be avoided by ignoring it or by frenetic
activity. The grieving process must occur as there is no way around it; grieving is nature’s way of healing.
Symptoms of Grief include overwhelming sadness, inability to sleep, changes in appetite, quick to cry,
lack of desire to do anything, confusion, feeling like you are going ‘crazy’, forgetfulness, depression,
irritability, inability to concentrate, and more.
How to Ease Grief: Allow yourself to mourn, realize your grief is unique, and talk about your grief.
Grieving can feel like a multitude of emotions. It is important to allow space for numbness, be tolerant
of your physical and emotional limits, develop a support system, make use of ritual, embrace your
spirituality, allow a search for meaning, and treasure your memories
Adapted from (www.bcbereavementhelpline.com/grief).

Admission Process- What to Expect on Day 1

We ask that individuals arrive at 10 am on the day of admission in order to give our team the necessary
time to conduct their initial assessments. Please notify the receptionist of your arrival. The social worker
will greet you at the time of admission, show you to your room, and answer your questions. If you have
not already had a tour of the facility then you, and your loved ones, will be given the opportunity to do
so with the social worker to familiarize yourselves. The social worker will then introduce you to your
care team.
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During the course of the day each department will come to meet you and complete their initial
assessments, get acquainted and document your needs and preferences. The departments include:
•
•
•
•
•
Items

Physiotherapy/ Occupational Therapy
Recreation
Dietary
Chaplaincy
Nursing

Items to bring for Admission

When preparing for your move to Louis Brier Home and Hospital, there are some essential item you should
bring with you, such as:
Electric shaver
Comb and hair brush
Deodorant
Denture toothbrush and tablets
Mouthwash
Toothbrush
Dental floss
Box of Kleenex
Body Lotion
Foot cream
Tissue
Nail Clippers
Nail scissors
Small mirror
2 weeks worth of machine washable clothing/pajamas/socks
Make up
Incontinent supplies
Eye glasses and cleaner

Documents

Documents to bring for Admission

We would ask that you bring the following documents and information to be provided to our social work
department. Please don’t worry about making copies. We are able to make copies of original
documents.
•
•
•
•

Power of Attorney Documents
Advance Directives
Contact information for Family or Friends who are to be listed on the Residents file.
A void cheque or bank information to set up preauthorized payment for accommodations.
Please see Admission Checklist at end of Handbook
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Care Conferences

Care Conferences

Monitoring and maintaining the wellbeing of all residents at Louis Brier Home & Hospital is of the utmost
importance. To ensure that all providers involved in your care are aware of your needs, goals, and current
care plan, medical rounds and care conferences are done on a regular basis.
Social work coordinates and facilitates care conferences with the interdisciplinary team for all residents.
Care conferences provide a form for a dialogue between the interdisciplinary team, resident, and family.
Items discussed in care conferences include the residents’ health, function, well-being, and care plan.
Care conferences provide an opportunity to explore concerns and solutions for residents and families. A
family conference will be held for you and your family 6-8 weeks after admission. At this meeting the
team will be able to give updates and discuss any concerns you might have. After the initial care
conference, they will be held annually.
Residents and their family members receive an invitation to the care conference by mail or email. To RSVP
for the care conference, please contact our social worker.
Setting up

Setting up Legal Authorities

A Representation Agreement is a way to authorize someone, called a representative, to assist you or to
act on your behalf for health care and personal care matters. It can also be used to cover routine financial
affairs and legal matters. There are different levels of legal representations available in British Columbia.
These include a representative 7, representative 9, and Power of Attorney (POA). It is recommended that
residents have a representation Agreement in place in case of incapacity, support needs for end of live
wishes.
Representative Agreement, Section 7

Representative Agreement, Section 7

A Representative Agreement with Section 7 standard powers is a legal document that allows a resident to
receive assistance with personal care planning, routine financial decisions, and some health care
decisions.
A representation agreement does not remove the decision making rights of residents but merely provides
a legal mechanism for supporting an adult. In addition, a section 7 form does not allow the representative
to make decision about refusing life support and life prolonging interventions.
This agreement needs to be completed by the resident, their representative, witnesses, and a monitor.
The presence of legal counsel is not required to set up this level of authority. A representative 7 agreement
form is available online via the BC government or within the My Voice Advance Care Planning Guide.
Representative Agreement, Section 9

Representative Agreement, Section 9

With this agreement, a resident may name a representative who can do anything that they consider to be
necessary in relation to the president’s personal care or health care.
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This document needs to be completed in the presence of a lawyer or notary public. However, it can be
completed without a lawyer or notary if there are at least two witnesses to the completion of the
agreement. This form is also available from the BC government or within the My Voice Advance Care
Planning Guide.
Power of Attorney

Power of Attorney

A Power of Attorney (POA) is a legal document that allows another person to take care of a resident’s
financial and legal matters. This can include tasks such as paying bills, doing banking, or selling property.
A POA does not cover health care decisions unless specified within an Enduring POA.
To set up a Power of Attorney, the resident needs to be mentally capable to appoint the attorney.
Residents can still make their own decisions while having a POA. When acting as a POA, it is expected that
decision are made in the resident’s best interest and that any financial management on behalf of the
resident is done separately of the POA’s finances.
To set up a POA, you will need to contact a lawyer or notary public.
If you need assistance selecting the appropriate authority for you and your family, our social worker can
assist.
Personal Items

Personal Items

Dentures, Eye Glasses, Hearing Aids
Sensory aids such as dentures, glasses and hearing aids play an important part in being able to interact
with the environment and with others. Please ensure that all personal aids and equipment are labelled
with the resident’s name prior to move-in. For safe-keeping at night time or when not in use, these items
can be safely stored in the nursing station. Louis Brier Home and Hospital does not assume responsibility
for replacing lost or damaged dentures, glasses or hearing aids.
Adaptive Clothing
Adaptive clothing is clothing designed for people who may experience difficulty dressing themselves due
to an inability to manage closures such as buttons and zipper, or, due to a lack of a full range of motion
required for self-dressing. Adaptive clothing typically has back closure designs and side opening designs
in order to make it safe and easier for the individual to be dressed by a carer or even themselves. Buttons,
zippers, snaps, hidden magnets or VELCRO® brand closures are all examples that may be utilized for both
garments as well as footwear closures. Adaptive clothing may be recommended by one of our health care
professionals
If you need assistance finding or ordering adaptive clothing, our rehabilitation team can assist in
recommending which items will match your care needs.
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Your Room and
Furnishings

Your Room and Furnishings

Our teams values and appreciates your choice of making Louis Brier your home. While this is an
institutional setting, we encourage you and your families to bring familiar or personal items and small
pieces of furniture to accentuate your private spaces and to make your room more inviting and
homelike. The rooms come supplied with a night table, an armoire or closet and a hospital bed. Our
team can help with the installation of items such as wall mounted televisions and wall hangings.
In order for our staff to maintain a clean and uncluttered space we respectfully ask that you are mindful
of what you bring. Please ensure our staff can safely clean your room, have safe and easy access to the
bed, that furniture items are structurally sound, made of a non-porous materials and do not clutter the
space or create a safety or tripping hazard. We also prohibit rugs as they are a tripping hazard. Your
room will be assessed by our Occupational Therapist and by housekeeping to ensure there are no safety
concerns. If there are items of concern, the team will work with you to have these items removed.
Safety is our utmost concern but we will do our best to accommodate your preferences to decorate your
room.
Please also note that the expectation made by Vancouver Coastal Health is that rooms are vacated
promptly at the time of discharge and that all items brought into the facility will have to be removed
immediately.
Items regularly brought into the facility include:
-

Televisions
Small Fridges
Small Dressers
Small Night Tables
Armchairs
Paintings and Photographs

Please feel free to contact our Social Worker if you have any concerns or questions regarding our
furniture policy. We are happy to consider any items you feel are necessary to your time at Louis Brier.
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Assistive Devices

Assistive Devices

At Louis Brier Home & Hospital, we have an extensive rehabilitation team to assist you with finding the
right equipment to live comfortably and safely.
At the time of admission and throughout your stay at Louis Brier Home & Hospital, our Physiotherapist,
Occupational Therapist, and Rehab Assistants will work with you to determine what equipment will best
meet your needs.
Our staff can assist with completing applications for equipment through extended benefits, and arranging
equipment rentals as certain extended medical benefit programs and Veteran Affairs cover the purchase
or rental of mobility equipment.
Equipment that residents may have access to on site depending on availability includes:
•
•
•
•

Wheelchairs
Walkers
pressure-relieving mattresses
wheelchair cushions

Positioning devices may be recommended by our staff to maintain skin integrity. Equipment that is on
loan or rented from Louis Brier Home & Hospital can be customized. If you are needing to purchase
customized wheelchairs or other equipment, our occupational therapist can assist with the process of
finding equipment that meet your needs.
Payment & Contacting

Payment & Contacting the Business Office

Payment of invoices is to be done on the 1st business day of each month. During your admission
appointment, our Social worker will help you complete a Pre-Authorized Deposit (PAD) form which will
authorized Louis Brier Home & Hospital to collect payment electronically from your bank account. If you
have any questions or concerns about your invoice or payment method, our business office staff are
available to assist.
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The Business Office is located on the main floor of the Louis Brier Home & Hospital, west of the reception
desk. It is open Monday – Friday, 8:30 am to noon, and from 1 pm to 4 pm. Please note that the Business
Office is closed weekends, statutory holidays, and all Jewish high holidays. For resident billing inquiries,
please contact our accounts receivable at 604-261-9376 ext. 4224.
Resident Contribution

Resident Contribution

Louis Brier Home & Hospital is a publicly funded long term care facility. This means that the monthly cost
of living at Louis Brier Home & Hospital is determined by Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) Authority. The
exact budget you will need to live at Louis Brier Home & Hospital will vary depending on the care rate set
by VCH and what services you choose to access.
A monthly invoice will be sent to you or your financial representative by our business office. The following
are items that can appear on your monthly invoices which are payable in full on the 1st of each month:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly accommodation rate set by VCH
TV cable
Private phone line
WIFI
Wheelchair rental
Companion Services
Foot Care (required for all residents)
Hair Salon
Gift Shop
Trust Fund

There are a few services fees which are a one-time charge:
•
•

Vancouver Coastal
Health

Identification bracelet (required for all residents)
Access card to building & underground parking

Vancouver Coastal Health Care Home Consultant

Our VCH Care Home Consultant can answer any questions or concerns you have about your assessed rate.
To connect with Louis Brier Home & Hospital’s VCH facility liaison, please contact our social worker 604267-4744 or 604-267-5603.
Valuable Belongings

Valuable Belongings

Keeping your most prized items safe is important. If you have objects such as high-end
jewelry, expensive art, priceless family heirlooms, or valuable knick-knacks, we strongly
encourage you to store those items with a trusted family member and/or offsite in a
safety security box. Louis Brier Home & Hospital does not assume liability for lost or
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damaged items brought into the facility. Tenant insurance is not required of residents
however can be purchased through external providers for those wishing to access this
service.
Mail

Mail

Mail is delivered to residents and will be placed in the mail slot outside of residents’
rooms. If you need to set up Louis Brier as your mailing address, please use the
following format:
Resident Name
c/o Unit name
room# -1055 W41 st Ave
Vancouver BC V6P 1W9
Degree of Intervention

Degree of Intervention & Goals of Care

Every resident has the right to direct their healthcare in a manner that reflects their wishes and values.
To ensure that we know your wishes, it is important to share with us your preferred degrees of
intervention and goals of care with the care team.
Degrees of intervention refers to the range of medical treatments or responses that you would like to
receive. It is important that this topic be discussed with your care team before a medical crisis occurs
which might result in you not being able to commutate your wishes in that moment. In order to achieve
this, all residents are required to complete a Medical Scope of Treatment (MOST) form upon admission
to Louis Brier Home & Hospital. This form is used throughout British Columbia in healthcare settings. The
components of the forms include:
•
•

•

CPR/DNR: Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation/Do Not Resuscitate
Medical Intervention: Ranging from comfort care to transfer to hospital (but not critical care). The
medical intervention category is used to indicate that you would like to have a natural death and
does not include life support measures.
Critical Care: Critical care involves the most aggressive medical attempts to preserve life, such as
accessing ICU and life support equipment.

This form should be completed with a healthcare professional, such as your doctor, nurse, or healthcare
social worker.
Our staff are available to discuss which treatment plan is in keeping with your wishes. Once completed,
the MOST form is placed on your medical record at Louis Brier Home & Hospital so all staff know your
wishes regarding interventions.
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Goals of Care

Goals of Care

Determining your goals of care is a conversation between you and your care team about clarifying what
is of importance to you in relation to your ongoing care. This involves discussing and clarifying your
diagnosis, prognosis, and the risk/benefits of various treatment options in relation to your values and
wishes around your health outcomes.
A resource which can help you plan out your goals of care in the form of advanced care planning is the
“My Voice: Expressing My Wishes for Future Health Care Treatment. Advance Care Planning Guide” which
is available online from the provincial government at:
https://www.health.gov.bc.ca/library/publications/year/2013/MyVoice-AdvanceCarePlanningGuide.pdf

Emergency Procedures

Emergency Procedures

Emergencies such as fire, missing resident, power outage and intruders are just a few examples that can
occur without warning. At any given time Louis Brier Home and Hospital/ Weinberg Residence (LBHH/WR)
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must be prepared to respond to all emergencies that may arise. In order to ensure safety, a coordinated
and standardized emergency response is vital to the wellbeing of our residents, families, staff and the
overall Louis Brier and Weinberg Community. Emergency Code Book: Rapid Response Guide is a
standardized tool, easy to use instructions with a set of steps to follow in times of emergencies. It will
convey essential information quickly with a minimal misunderstanding to staff, while preventing stress.
The goal of this tool is to be accessible and support the multidisciplinary team as well as families,
companions, volunteers, external providers and stakeholders. This is available in all central areas such as
1st LBHH floor elevators, LBHH 2nd floor elevators, all nursing stations and designated emergency
response areas.

Residents Safety

Residents Safety
Access Control

Being able to move freely throughout the home is important for personal autonomy and supports
independence and dignity. Some individuals with dementia may experience the need to walk more than
they previously have done, and changes in the brain may cause confusion even in familiar places. This
confusion can create a significant safety risk should they leave the building unsupported. We want to
encourage every resident to move about as freely and independently as possible, while ensuring that they
are safe and not put at unnecessary risk while doing so. To support this, residents may be asked to wear
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a CO-Tag, which is a wrist bracelet and tag which limits access from the main doors of the facility to the
outdoors.
The wrist bracelet and tag can be detected by sensors and prevent those wearing them from passing
through identified doors. When a residents wearing the wrist tag approaches the exit, it sends a quiet
alarm and the doors are automatically locked, preventing anyone from leaving or entering the building.
Employees and visitors may need to use an alternate exit until the resident can be redirected to a safer
part of the home.
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Residents who may be a safety risk should they leave the site unaccompanied, may benefit from a Global
Positioning System (GPS) device. If they leave the site without support, the device will be able to identify
the person’s whereabouts/location so that they can be supported safely home. No device or system can
guarantee that a person with dementia will not get lost, but it make keep them safer and assist in getting
them home faster. This tool can also support families and may reduce significant worry or stress. The
device is offered to our resident who are at high risk of eloping, if they elope the device will track their
movement and give an approximate location and assist us with a safe return home.
Identification Bracelets
Positive Patient Identification (PPI) is the process used to ensure that the correct resident is in receipt of
the correct service. In order to provide accurate and timely care to each resident, as misidentification may
lead to negative outcomes.

Infection Prevention &
Control

Infection Prevention & Control

Our staff at Louis Brier Home & Hospital take residents safety and well-being seriously. An important part
of maintaining everyone’s health at Louis Brier Home & Hospital is infection prevention and control.
To keep everyone as healthy as possible, all staff, visitors, and residents need to take the following steps:
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Families, friends, and members of the community are welcome to visit residents at Louis Brier Home &
Hospital. However, if you are experiencing any cold or flu-like symptoms, or onset of diarrhea and/or
vomiting, we ask that you not visit until symptoms are completely resolved.
The flu or other viruses can create serious health problems for residents and sometimes can be fatal.

Please do not visit if you have a fever, cough, diarrhea, nausea, and/or vomiting.

Hand hygiene is the single most effective ways to preventing the transmission of infections. At Louis Brier
Home & Hospital, there are two methods to clean your hands:
1. Using hand sanitizer available in dispensers located in common spaces and outside of every
resident’s room.
2. Using soap and water sinks.
Our steps to ensuring hand hygiene is to clean our hands:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Quality & Risk
Program

Before entering a resident’s room
Upon leaving a resident’s room
Before initial contact with a resident
Before a clean starting procedures or putting on gloves
After any contact with bodily fluids
After the removal of gloves
After contact with residents

Quality & Risk Program

Louis Brier Home and Hospital is proud to have a Quality and Risk Management department in house
that provides our facility quality improvement and risk mitigation processes. This ensure the integration
of management and delivery of safe, quality care. The Quality and Risk team is in charge of:
-

The identifying and analyzing actual and potential problems and opportunities to improve
resident care.
Taking action in order to minimize risk and improve quality of care.
Work with teams on follow up and ensuring improvement have been made.
Reporting and communicating on all issues related to risk and quality improvement.

We ensure safe, quality care through
Quality Indicators
Tracking and reporting quality indicators for all departments. This allows us to identify any potential
risks and identify areas where we can improve. It also allows us to celebrate the areas where we are
excelling.
Quality Improvement Activities
Conducting quality improvement activities in all departments. The QRM team helps with planning,
tracking and evaluation to ensure continuous quality improvement.
Safety and Risk Committees
We have committees and working groups that work in partnership with our residents and families that
focus on all aspects of safe, quality care.
Accreditation
Every 4 years Louis Brier Home and Hospital opens their door to surveyors to be evaluated on the
organization’s Leadership, Governance, Infection Control Practices, Clinical Practices and services.
Accreditation Canada has a comprehensive list of standards and requirements which are meant to
ensure safe and effective care and reduce potential harm to our residents, families and staff. As we are
committed to providing exceptional care to our residents and creating an environment of continuous
quality improvement, we continue to work with Accreditation Canada.
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Feedback
At Louis Brier we have a comprehensive feedback system that ensures follow up and follow through.
Every complaint or comment is taken seriously and followed up on in a timely manner.
If you have feedback you can find our online form on our website Louisbrier.com. You can also find a
copy at reception and drop it in our secure and confidential box at reception. Feedback can also be
emailed to feedback@louisbrier.com.
Interdisciplinary
approach

Interdisciplinary approach

Louis Brier utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to care provided to Residents. This approach involves
team members from different disciplines working collaboratively with a common purpose to set goals,
make decisions and share resources and responsibilities. Team members from different discipline work
together to undertake assessments, design interventions, set goals and create a care plan. The Resident
and their families are also involved in discussions about care planning. The interdisciplinary team consists
of Social Work, Rehabilitation, Recreation, Nursing, Chaplaincy, and Dieticians.

Nursing Department

Nursing Department

Our goal at the Louis Brier Home & Hospital is to provide the highest quality of care and excellence in
geriatric nursing. Our nurses and nursing staff provide clinical health care around the clock. We’re
fortunate at Louis Brier to have staff committed to being excellent geriatric nurses and nursing care
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aides but they also all genuinely care for each and every Resident. This personal investment can be seen
in the quality of daily care at Louis Brier, our staff’s receptiveness to resident and family concerns and a
general spirit of perseverance and commitment. We’re strongly committed to ensuring our nurses and
nursing staff have access to solid ongoing nursing education, current research and professional counsel
to support the achievement of professional standards. We’re constantly asking ourselves the same
question: “How can we provide even better care for our residents?” Ongoing education is provided by
our medical director, Vancouver Coastal Health initiatives and other healthcare experts. Louis Brier is
committed to providing integrated, and supportive Resident centred care. The nursing department
works closely with the interdisciplinary team to provide excellence in clinical care.
As a teaching facility, Louis Brier regularly hosts students from accredited nursing schools. This helps us
consistently keep on top of current best practices.
Physician Neighbourhood

Physician Neighbourhood Model

The physician neighborhood delivery of care model is based on a primary provider (physicians/NP) and
staff working together in partnership to provide complete and coordinated care. The physician
neighborhood approach will focus on promoting a streamlined approach, enabling availability of clinical
information to support quality and continuity of care, in a manner that is consistent with best practices,
standards of care, and resident and family expectations. Unlike our traditional medical model of care,
the new Physician Neighborhood Model is based on the principles of the Person and Family Centred
Care philosophy, and the Louis Brier Home and Hospital Vision, Mission, and Values. This model will
continue to rely on the interdisciplinary team’s collaboration, responsibility, and accountability, which
are the corner stones for delivering quality safe care.
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Social Work Department

Social Work Department

Social workers are an integral part of your Louis Brier experience. When you are admitted to Louis Brier
Home & Hospital, social work will be your first point of contact. Social workers will assist with
completion of admissions documents, provides orientation to the facility, conducts psychosocial
assessments, and assigns a doctor to the resident based on our Physician Neighborhood Model.
Throughout your stay at Louis Brier Home & Hospital, our social workers provide psychological and
emotional support, resource counselling, advocacy, and facilitate care conferences for residents and
families. Social workers help to foster and encourage an environment of Person Centred Care that
impacts all aspects of care. Social work support services provided to residents and families at Louis Brier
Home & Hospital include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brief individual & family counselling
Crisis intervention
Grief counselling
Mental health assessments & support
Group therapy facilitation
Goals of care discussions
End of life decisions
Life transition support
Coping strategies
Connection to community resources
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Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation Department

The Rehabilitation team consists of 1.3 Physiotherapists, 1 Occupational Therapist and 4 Rehabilitation
Assistants onsite at LBHH. The goals of Rehab Therapy in long term care are to assist you in maintaining
your strength, function and quality of life, to reduce risk of injury from falls and to maintain your skin
integrity. You will be assessed by the Rehab therapists upon admission to Louis Brier Home & Hospital.
This assessment includes evaluation of physical function and mobility, ability to do activities of daily living,
cognitive ability, falls risk and condition of skin. After an assessment, you are encouraged to attend various
exercise programmes that suit your needs.
The Rehab team offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group Mobility programmes
Strengthening programmes
Walking programmes
Activities of daily living (ADL) maintenance
Cognitive assessment/stimulation
Seating and support surface assessment
Wound management
Falls management
Wheelchair assessments
Short term 1:1 rehabilitation following hospitalization if required

The Rehab therapists continually assess and adjust care plans in response to any changes that may occur
in your functional level. The Rehab therapists will also make recommendations regarding assistive devices,
falls prevention equipment, mobility aids, and seating systems that will benefit you in terms of function,
comfort and safety. The Rehab therapists may provide advice on appropriate furniture and room
environment to ensure your safety and the safety of staff.
Our Occupational Therapist and Physiotherapists are available to discuss any concerns about
rehabilitation with you and your family.
Recreation

Recreation Department
Welcome to the Louis Brier!

At the Louis Brier, residents are encouraged and supported to be active participants in their home in a
way that is meaningful to them. To support this process, residents are offered a wide range of
opportunities to choose how and what they want to participate in each and every week. This intention
is based on a holistic program designed to support personhood and dignity, quality of life, opportunities
for self-determination, building community, spirituality, the pursuit of life-long learning and the
utilization of strengths while engaging in meaningful leisure activities.
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Programs and activities are designed to support residents’ interests and abilities. With an average of 350
robust programs offered monthly, residents are encouraged to attend the programs that are of interest
to them anywhere in the facility.
Residents are encouraged to contribute to the planning, development and evaluation of activities
through regular surveys, Resident Council meetings and sharing their ideas and suggestions with their
recreation team. The recreation team offers programming six days per week, and includes small,
medium and large groups as well as individualized and specialized one-to-one programming.
A few of the many programs and activities we regularly offer are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion groups, story telling
Jewish holiday and festival traditions and customs observance
Trivia & brain Games
Art History
Creative Exploration
Musical Jeopardy
Gardening
Science and technology programs
Israeli Breakfast Club
Weekly challah baking
Expressive Dance, Dance Party, Movement to Music
Chair Yoga
Israeli news and
Karaoke
Music History
Sing-alongs
Synagogue Contemplation
Active Games, table games, puzzles and card games
Chinese painting
Fibre arts, weaving and crafts
Baking and food programs
Ethics
Synagogue contemplation
Virtual reality
Sensory exploration
Poetry and writing groups
Monthly birthday celebrations
Special events
And more!
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The Louis Brier is a Jewish home, and Jewish culture, traditions and values are woven into a range of
programs where residents can explore creativity and self-expression within a variety of Jewish context.
All major Jewish holidays and festivals are celebrated and life-long learning is integrated into the
programs that we offer. Holiday and festival themes are infused into every aspect of programming,
including music, food, horticulture, creative arts and special projects, lectures, workshops and discussion
groups. Intergenerational programs flourish here, allowing visiting children, adults and groups to learn
from the resident’s experience and wisdom as they share in the important role in the continuity of their
culture.
Your recreation team is comprised of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Manager
2 Recreation Therapists
1 Music Therapist
1 Jewish Culture and Traditions Program Coordinator
Program Coordinator
5 Recreation Therapy Assistants
1 Chaplain

As well, contract service providers supplement the diversity of programs offered and include
Horticulture Therapy, Expressive Arts Therapy, Yogis, dance instructors, rabbinical and interfaith support
and an incredibly array of professional musicians. Residents are encouraged to attend programs with a
family member or friend and there is never a cost to attend any recreation program or special event!

Chaplaincy

Chaplaincy & Spiritual Care

Spirituality is an important part of each resident's well-being. At Louis Brier Home & Hospital, spiritual
care is part of the interdisciplinary approach to the health of each resident. Highlighting this approach is
the presence of the Chaplain, available every day to provide spiritual support for residents and families.
This support is available to those of any religious affiliation, as well as those who have no religious
affiliation. As a full and contributing part of the interdisciplinary care team, the Chaplain provides a visible
presence that recognizes, and advocates for the human need for acceptance, hope, love and faith. The
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goal is always to affirm the dignity and value of each individual and seek to enable every resident to find
meaning and joy in life, improve their quality of life, and cope with end of life in concert with each person's
faith tradition.
Upon admission to Louis Brier, the Chaplain is available to residents and families to discuss any spiritual
support and/or religious needs the resident may have. This can take many different formats, from offering
individual counseling, guidance, and prayer to simply seeing to it that a resident is able to attend the
appropriate services here at Louis Brier. The chaplain meets with residents on an individual basis, holds
Interfaith services which enables prayer independent of any one religious tradition, and holds discussions
on secular and religious topics in ethics and culture. If any specific spiritual care concerns arise at any
time, please contact the Chaplain.

Companion

Companion Program

The Louis Brier Companion Program was created in 2002 by families of Louis Brier residents who wanted
their loved ones to have one-on-one support beyond what is provided by the Louis Brier Home. With a
team of 100 in-house companions, the Companion Program helps match companions with the needs of
residents. Services provided by companions can include:
•
•
•
•

Social Companionship
Accompaniment on outings and medical appointment
Assistance with additional baths
Meal assistance

The Program’s Coordinator administers, manages, monitors and coordinates all aspects of companion
services within the Program, including in particular consultation with regard to the resident’s need for a
companion, the services to be provided by the companion, as well as providing advice on appropriate
resident activities and programs.
Volunteer

Volunteer Program
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Volunteers are important contributors at Louis Brier Home & Hospital. They complement the care
provided by professional staff and help provide increased opportunities for resident participation in
programs. They also enrich the social environment by giving residents a chance to interact with people
of different ages and from other cultures. A friendly volunteer who visits regularly can be a bright spot
in an elderly resident's day.
Some of the volunteer roles at Louis Brier include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spending some one on one time as a friendly visitor
Bringing in their dog for some pet therapy
Bingo caller
Manicurist
Helping to porter residents to programs
Reading to Residents
Rehabilitation assistant

Volunteers go through a 4 week recruitment process that includes submitting an application,
interviewing with the Volunteer Coordinator and if successful, submitting a Criminal Record Check and
signing a confidentially agreement.

Housekeeping

Housekeeping & Laundry Department

Louis Brier Home & Hospital has dedicated and hardworking housekeeping staff who keep all parts of the
facility clean, including residents’ rooms. Our housekeepers will assist with clearing garbage bins, making
beds, and cleaning the floors. In collaboration with infection control, housekeeping works to ensure the
sanitation and environmental safety of the Louis Brier Home & Hospital for everyone.
We also provide laundry services to all residents unless otherwise arranged. Residents’ personal laundry
is collected on a weekly basis and is returned the following day.
For clothing to be laundered on site, it should be made of durable fabric and be machine washable and
dryable under high heat. Louis Brier will not be responsible for washing “dry clean only” or “hand wash
only” items and for any damages that may arise from being mixed with regular personal laundry. Please
bring all new clothing to the nursing station to be forwarded to the housekeeping office for labeling so
that your personal items can be returned to you after being washed.
Our care aids ensure that residents’ laundry is provided to the housekeeping staff. For each resident, there
are two laundry bags available. These bags indicate to staff which clothing you would like to have washed.
Please note that Louis Brier Home & Hospital does not reimburse residents for clothing items that are lost
or damaged.
You may also bring a light bedding such as a quilt that is not bigger than a single-sized bed. Do not bring
big bulky comforter and comforter with cover.
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For residents or families who would like to do their own laundry onsite, there is a Laundry Room available
on the first and second floor. This room is available daily from 8 am to 4 pm, Sunday to Friday, except high
holidays. Residents and families may access the washer and dryer as needed. Laundry soaps are not
provided on site, so residents and families need to bring these items. Families and residents are
responsible to clean lint traps and the machines after use. Discard empty soap containers appropriately.

Dietary

Dietary & Food Services

Kashruth
Louis Brier is proud to be the only kosher long term care facility east of Winnipeg. A kosher kitchen
means that all food is prepared and served in accordance with Jewish dietary laws and that the kitchen
operates under rabbinical oversight (Orthodox Union). Jewish dietary laws include the prohibition of
pork and shellfish and the separation of diary and meat (not including fish). At Louis Brier, Breakfast and
Dinner are designated as DAIRY meals and lunch is designated as MEAT. There are additional food
restrictions during the 10 day period of Passover when leavened bread products are prohibited.
Residents are welcome to have non-kosher food items in the facility provided they are not using the
homes dishes or eating the non-kosher food in the designate dining areas. Many Residents decide to
keep small fridges in their rooms for this purpose.
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Meals and Snacks
Our weekly menu rotates on a 4-week menu cycle, with separate fall/winter and spring/summer
rotations.
Food is prepared to: a) ensure proper nutrition, b) observe ethnic and religious practices, and c) mark
special occasions. Persons dine at small tables with others to encourage conversation and socialization.
A daily tea time item is delivered with tea/coffee every afternoon at 2pm. In addition, therapeutic
nourishments are provided for some residents to meet their nutrition needs. Families are also
encouraged to bring in favorite foods for their loved one.
Nutrition Counselling
Our clinical dietitians are on hand to provide counselling with respect to residents dietary needs. Our
facility offers both therapeutic and texture modified diets based on the assessment by the dietitian.
Chewing and Swallowing Care
Some people have trouble swallowing when eating solid food and / or drinking liquids. Trouble
swallowing is called dysphagia. Signs of dysphagia include coughing, choking, a gurgly voice, or the
feeling of food being stuck in the throat when eating.
Persons with dysphagia may require a change to what they eat to make their swallowing easier and
safer. Diet textures may need to be modified to make food safer and more appropriate to support a
Person’s health care needs. Other solutions may include mouth care, positioning or medication changes.
A Registered Dietitian or Occupational Therapist will work with the person and assist the care team to
find the best options.
Falls

Falls Prevention Program

Our Falls Prevention Program has been created based on Best Practice guidelines. Upon admission, every
resident receives a full assessment of fall risk, taking into account many factors including, but not limited
to:
•
•
•
•
•

Current mobility level
History of falls
Use of assistive devices (walker, canes, eyeglasses, hearing aids)
Medication used to prevent fractures and bone loss
Cognitive function

Wound Management

Wound Management Program

The wound management program provides a holistic and approach to wound management, and ensures
continuity of care in collaboration with the interdisciplinary team. This program provides direction to
practitioners’ through evidence based practice when managing and/or preventing wounds which
promotes the optimal level of resident function, comfort and quality of life
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Heat & Air

Heat & Air Conditioners

At Louis Brier Home & Hospital, each room has a thermostat control. Rooms are heated by radiators and
staff are responsible for managing the temperature. The temperature can vary according to seasonal
temperature and location in the building. Louis Brier does not have central air conditioning. As such, some
rooms can become quite warm in the spring and summer, particularly the west facing rooms. Residents
are welcome to have fans in their rooms and air conditioners are available for rent seasonally. Rental air
conditioners are provided and maintained by Louis Brier Home & Hospital. You can access rental contracts
for air conditioners at the main reception desk. Please note, we have a limited number of air conditioning
units available. If you request an air conditioning unit and they are all in use, you can be waitlisted for the
next available unit.
Medication &
Pharmacy

Medication & Pharmacy

Medical Pharmacies support our Medication Delivery System. Medical Pharmacies is a leading Canadian
pharmacy service provider, with over 60 years of specialized experience in caring for seniors across the
country. As part of your healthcare team, Medical Pharmacies provides you access to the quality care you
deserve.
We advocate for you, ensuring that you have the right medications with meaningful medication reviews
in collaboration with the physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses and pharmacist. We review your
medications and screen for drug interactions, high-risk medications, and adjust dosages to minimize drugrelated side effects. Sign up for Medical Pharmacies service by filling out the forms on admission. After
you sign up, Social Worker will send the forms to Medical Pharmacies. Medication List will be sent to
Medical Pharmacies for processing.
Payment Information

Payment Information

The social worker will walk you through the payment form during admission and will need the basic
resident information, responsible party information if you have Power of Attorney Finance or Public
Trustee and details about private drug insurance plan coverage.
Provincial drug plans cover prescriptions for seniors, however, some medications are only partly covered
or not covered at all by the provincial plan. In addition, sometimes you must pay a deductible, and/or
cover a portion of the dispensing fees (called a co-pay). For any costs not covered by your provincial plan,
Medical Pharmacies will bill your private drug plan if you have one, or otherwise bill you directly on a
monthly basis. For more information on drug coverage please refer to your provincial health ministry’s
website. Programs exist for individuals who are in financial need with their co-pay costs (over and above
provincial coverage).
Medications are an important part of maintaining residents’ health and wellbeing. We ensure that each
resident has a physician to oversee your care and manage medications. If you have any standing
prescriptions or are taking any supplements, please let our nursing staff know. Various medications can
interact in ways that can be harmful to your health. As such, all medications, supplements, and vitamins
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are prescribed by the physician and dispensed by Medical Pharmacies. All medications at Louis Brier are
securely kept at the Nursing Stations, and administered solely by nursing staff.
Each month, you will receive an invoice from Medical Pharmacies either in the mail or via email as the
pharmacy bills separately from Louis Brier Home & Hospital.
Our pharmacist and nurses meet regularly for Pharmacy Rounds to review each residents’ medication
profile. If you have any questions about your medication, please ask your nurse, physician, or pharmacist.
Call Bells

Call Bells

While at Louis Brier Home & Hospital, you will hear various chimes and alarms sounding. These serve to
alert our staff to the various needs of residents. You will find call bells adjacent to beds and in each
bathroom. If you need the assistance of a nurse or care aid, activate a call bell. The bells are sounded at
the Nursing Stations. When necessary, residents are given sensitive call bells/bed sensors which alert staff
when residents get out of their chairs and/or beds, as a safety precaution for those residents who need
assistance with transferring safely.
Medical Appointments

Medical Appointments & Medical Escorts

At Louis Brier Home & Hospital, we provide numerous services in house. However residents may need or
want to access services providers that are outside of Louis Brier. If you have medical appointments which
have been scheduled away from Louis Brier, please let your nurse know as soon as possible. Our nursing
staff will ensure that you have what you need while away from Louis Brier, such as medications and
incontinent supplies. In addition, our nursing staff can facilitate the scheduling of medical appointments
as required.
Families are expected to escort residents to their appointments. However, if no one is available to assist
residents with getting to their appointment, a paid medical escort can be arranged. In order to access this
service, the resident’s physician must complete a form and return it to the resident’s nurse. If the resident
chooses not to attend the appointment or refuses to have the escort accompany them without having
given one day’s notice, the resident’s account at Louis Brier Home & Hospital is charged $36. Verify this
process
Transportation

Transportation

Louis Brier Home & Hospital staff can assist with organizing transportation to appointments. With advance
notice, HandyDart will be booked on behalf of residents. If you are not currently enrolled with HandyDart,
our receptionist can assist with the application for HandyDart. Occasionally residents go to an
appointment in a taxi, in which case the taxi charge is added to the resident’s monthly invoice.
There may be times when non-emergency ambulances and transport services are booked at the discretion
of the nursing team in order to facilitate a resident getting to a medical appointment or service. In the
event that a resident needs to use an ambulance for any reason, BC Ambulance may charge for the service.
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If Louis Brier receives an ambulance bill on behalf of a resident, the bill is forwarded onto the resident or
their financial representative for payment.
Least Restraints

Least Restraints

Maintaining residents’ autonomy, dignity, and safety are values held in the highest regard at Louis Brier
Home & Hospital. In keeping with these principles, Louis Brier is a least restraint facility. This means that
we strive to attain safety and comfort for our residents without restricting their movement, their
opportunities, and their autonomy. Our residents have the freedom to mobilize throughout the facility
freely, and should have the right to make decisions about their care, keeping in mind the safety of all.
Restraining devices are not a care option, unless an assessment determines that there is no alternative to
maintain the safety of others, or that the resident is incapable of understanding the risks involved to
himself or others. In such cases, the least restraint possible is used.
The policy and practice of least restraint is one that is based in the Residential Care Regulations. Within
healthcare settings, restraints are defined as any chemical, mechanical, physical or other means of
controlling or restricting a resident’s freedom of movement. According to these Regulations, Special Care
Units, wheelchair seat belts, tilt chairs, bed rails, chair trays, and wander-alert guards are considered to
be restraints.
There are times all other measure to maintain a resident’s safety have been used and restraints need to
be considered. Our staff will advise which restraint is the least invasive option available that meets the
resident’s medical needs and is in alignment with health authority policies.
When restraints need to be used, the resident or resident’s representative and physician need to sign a
form indicating knowledge of the use of this restraint and agreement to its use.
Staff Gift

Staff Gift Policy

At Louis Brier Home & Hospital we value the relationships that develop between residents, families, and
staff. Many residents and families wish to express their appreciation of staff with gifts. Gifts to the entire
care team, such as chocolates, flowers, or thank you cards are welcome and can be brought to a nursing
station. However, individual staff are not allowed to accept gifts, this includes furniture and clothing the
family may want to give after the resident’s death.
Please do not give your individual care staff gifts of any sort as this violates our policy and could
compromises the staff member’s employment relationship with Louis Brier Home & Hospital.
If you would like to show your appreciation for Louis Brier Home & Hospital, we encourage you to consider
making a donation to the Louis Brier Jewish Aged Foundation.
Visiting

Visiting

Visitors are welcome at Louis Brier Home & Hospital. We asked that all people attending the facility sign
in at Reception upon arrival and sign out upon departure.
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Visiting hours are flexible and depend upon the resident’s schedule. There are many places to visit at the
Louis Brier on both floors. Visitors are encouraged to assist in bringing their family members to programs
and to join in with the programs.
If the resident shares a room, please consider the needs of the resident’s roommate when visiting.
Reception hours are: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm on weekdays and 10:00 am - 6:00 pm on weekends and holidays.
Family members are encouraged to apply for an Access Card to enter the building after these hours.
Applications are at the Reception Desk. A $20 deposit is required which will be refunded when the card is
returned.
Visiting Pets

Visiting Pets

Many visitors bring their pets to Louis Brier Home & Hospital. Well behaved dogs are permitted on leashes,
however dogs are not permitted in dining rooms.
Residents Leaving
the Unit

Residents Leaving the Unit

Residents’ safety is of utmost importance. As such, a safety assessment completed by the Resident Care
Team needs to be done prior to residents leaving the building independently. In certain cases staff will
recommend that a resident leave only escorted by family or companion
Families are asked to inform the nursing staff in advance of a planned outing so the resident is ready, and
medications can be provided, and/or meals cancelled. There is a binder at each Nursing Station for the
resident/family to sign in and out.
Parking

Parking

There is plenty of parking on 41st Ave and Osler as well as free underground parking on site. There is an
intercom system for entry into the parking garage and families who visit on a regular basis are encouraged
to apply for an Access Card to enter the parking garage and the building after hours. The application is
completed during the admission process or available by request. A $20 deposit is required which will be
refunded when the card is returned.
Use of Public Spaces

Use of Public Spaces

Residents and families are welcome to use all the common spaces at Louis Brier Home & Hospital. When
using these spaces, please keep in mind that we observe and maintain kosher rules in most communal
spaces. This means that food brought from outside the facility cannot be consumed in the public spaces
of the Louis Brier, except for the Shalom Garden on the east side of the first floor. It also means that Louis
Brier dishes and cutlery cannot be used with non-Louis Brier food.
Families are welcome to bring home cooked meals or take-out to the residents’ rooms and enjoy them in
the residents’ rooms (with paper dishes and plastic cutlery or their own dishes and cutlery), but not in the
lounges or any other public areas. Our staff can provide you with disposable dishes and cutlery to enjoy
any food brought in from outside of Louis Brier Home & Hospital.
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Gift Shop

Gift Shop

The Louis Brier Home & Hospital has a gift shop which stocks personal items residents might need such as
non-skid socks, tissue, toothpaste and lovely gift items. The gift shop also has kosher snacks for purchase,
such as ice cream, chips, and chocolate bars. It is staffed by a group of dedicated volunteers. Gift shop
purchases are charged to residents’ monthly accounts.
Complaint Process

Complaint Process

The Louis Brier recognizes that quality, safe care is best achieved when residents, families, and staff
work as partners in care. For this reason, we encourage everyone to provide feedback around negative
experiences in the organization. We are committed to following up all complaints from residents,
families, and staff in a way that is fair, accountable and transparent. Please place completed complaint
forms in the confidential complaint box near the reception area. The Manager of Quality & Risk will
review this form and designate an appropriate Manager/Director to follow-up.
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MAiD

Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD)
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Resident’s Bill of Rights
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Support and
Bereavement

Support and Bereavement Resources

Jewish Hospice Volunteers
Are recruited by the National Council of Jewish Women to visit, on request, with Jewish patients
and their families. In addition to the required Hospice training these volunteers have also
received instruction in Jewish values and beliefs related to death and dying.
Call: Coordinator of Volunteers
Vancouver Health Department
Hospice Program
604-734-4373 or 604-734-1661
BC Bereavement Helpline
We are a non-profit, free, and confidential service that connects the public to grief support
services within the province of BC. Whether you are looking for bereavement support groups,
community events, information on BC Bereavement Day, information on how to donate or to
volunteer with us you will find it here. Please call the BC Bereavement Helpline and speak with
one of our caring volunteers for information on our bereavement support groups, agencies, and
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peer-based support. Your call is free, confidential, and anonymous. We will help you find the
most appropriate support for your specific type of loss.
Call: 604-738-9950
E-mail: contact@bcbh.ca
Bereavement Walking Program
It is a time to walk and talk with others who are grieving 604-731-8643 (Sharon) 604-731-7805
(Sue) Bereavement walking provides an opportunity to gather with other Vancouver residents
who have lost a loved one and are experiencing grief. Groups run for 8 weeks in the spring, fall,
and winter and offer a supportive space to walk, talk, and share, while receiving fresh air and
gentle exercise.
Jewish Family Service
Counselling, supportive, and information/referral services to individuals and families.
Call: 604-257-5151
Caregiver Support: Home and Community Care
Supports the emotional and physical demands of caregivers. Caregiver support provides
caregivers a break from the emotional and physical demands of caring for a friend or relative.
Provincial toll-free number: 604-310-6789
Seniors Distress Line: 604-872-1234
Health and seniors’ information line: 1-800-465-4911
Alzheimer Society of British Columbia
Organization that supports support connects people living with dementia and their care
givers to support services, education and information as early as possible after diagnosis and
throughout the progression of the disease.
Phone: 604-681-6530
E-mail: info@alzheimerbc.org
Additional Community Resources can be found at:
https://www.gvcss.bc.ca/communityresources.htm
BC After Death Checklist
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/birth-adoption-death-marriage-and-divorce/deaths/after-adeath/after_death_checklist.pdf
Natural death: Practical information for this phase of life
https://news.sanfordhealth.org/hospice/information-about-hospice-and-natural-death/
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Admission Checklist

What to expect on
Day 1

Admission Checklist

What to expect on Day 1
☐

•

Please arrive at 10am on day of admission

•

Notify Receptionist of your arrival

•

Social Worker will greet you at time of admission and show you to your new room

☐

•

If you have not already had a tour of the facility, you will have the opportunity to do so with
your Social Worker

☐

•

Your Social Worker will introduce you to your care team

•

Within your first 24 hours of move in you will meet with:

☐
☐

☐

Physiotherapy/ Occupational Therapy
Recreation
Dietary
Chaplaincy
o Nursing
o
o
o
o

Items to bring

Items to bring for Admission
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

•

Electric Shaver

•

Comb and Hair Brush

•

Deodorant

•

Denture toothbrush and cleaning tablets

•

Mouthwash

•

Toothbrush & dental floss

•

Eye glasses and cleaner

•

Box of Kleenex

•

Body Lotion

•

Foot cream

•

Nail clippers

•

Nail scissors
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☐

•

Small Mirror

☐

•

2 weeks’ worth of machine washable clothing including pajamas and socks and non-skid
supportive shoes

☐

•

Makeup

•

Incontinent supplies

☐

Furniture

Furniture
☐
☐

•

Each room comes equipped with a hospital bed, side table, and wardrobe/closet for clothing

•

You may also bring, taking room size (private or shared) into consideration:

•

Flat screen TV suitable for wall mounting

•

Small fridge that is your responsibility to keep clean

•

Small dresser

•

Chair made of non-porous material

•

Wall art/paintings/photographs

•

*Rugs are not permitted*
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Documents to bring

Documents to bring for Admission
☐
☐
☐
☐

•

Power of Attorney Documentation

•

Advanced Directives

•

Contact information for family and friends to be listed on your file

•

A void cheque or bank information to set up preauthorized payment for accommodations
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